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As part of the diploma program students will receive several hours of scheduled in-class job search 
instruction.  The Employment Specialist will teach all scheduled professional development course work 
and classes.  The job search classes are designed to give the student additional skills that will not only 
help transition the student into a career search, but give them the necessary skills, that will allow them to 
effectively market themselves to potential employers.  
 
 

• Job Search Techniques 
• Networking 
• Resume Writing 
• Interviewing 

 
 
 
Evaluation 
 
The job search classes are mandatory as they account for 5% of the overall grade.  Students are 
responsible for their attendance in these classes.  If students miss classes, handouts are available from 
the Employment Specialist, but no repeat classes or make up exams will be scheduled. 
 
Once the job search classes are complete your instructor will be given your overall mark out of 5% which 
will be then added to your final evaluation. 
 
 
 
Mock Interview 
 
Students can arrange to have mock interviews completed and evaluated by the Employment Specialist of 
DevStudios.  During the mock interview the student can expect to be asked typical interview questions.  
Once the interview is complete the Employment Specialist will debrief with the students and give him or 
her the results of the interview.  The feedback is meant to be frank in order for the student to improve his 
or her interview skills.  The mock interview process is not part of the overall “Job Search” components but 
is available to students as part of the Job Search Assistance provided by DevStudios.  Mock Interviews 
are NOT mandatory. 
 
 
 
Resume Review 
 
A review of your resume can also be completed by the Employment Specialist.  The review will ensure the 
accuracy of the information on the resume, the layout, and the content of your resume.  Often with a 
resume, it is the little things that prevent you from getting an interview.  The resume review process is not 
part of the overall “Job Search” components, but is available to students as part of the overall Job Search 
Assistance provided by DevStudios.  The Resume Review is NOT mandatory. 
 
 
 
After you Graduate 
 
Job Search Assistance is available to Alumni after they graduate at any time.  The role of DevStudios is to 
assist in your search after graduation.  The role of the Employment Specialist is NOT to find a job for you.   
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After you graduate, please remember: 
 
 

• To let the Employment Specialist know if your email address changes.  This is the way we 
communicate with you about Alumni events, job opportunities and give you job search 
information.  If your email address does change, and we do not know about it, you will not receive 
any of these updates 

 
• That you can schedule time to complete a mock interview with the Employment Specialist at 

anytime 
 

• That you can schedule time to have your resume reviewed by the Employment Specialist at 
anytime. 

 
• That if you are frustrated with your job search, the Employment Specialist will complete a Job 

Search Audit, where your job search is critiqued to find out why you are not successful in your job 
search. 
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Module 1.0 
Job Search Techniques 
 
This component of job search is designed to give you an overview of the many things that are involved in 
finding a job.  Often it is the little things that count and often it is the little things that end up hampering 
your job search. 
 
 
Career Development Tips 
 
Job Hunting for Dummies is a great book that outlines many of the little things that can help people get 
a job.   It provides the perfect overview for the career development class that students participate in at 
DevStudios.   For some people the difficult part of job search is getting started while for others they do not 
know what type of road map they need to keep them on the right track. 

 
 

1. Think of it as a job. 
 

• Give 100% commitment to finding a new job 
• This is now your full time job 
• Monday to Friday 

 
 
 

2. Get yourself organized. 
 

• Set up job hunt headquarters at home 
• Have space available 
• Remove the distractions 
• Make it easy 

 
 

 
3. Arm yourself with up-to-date skills. 
 

• Ensure you are familiar with critical skills for  the types of job you are going after 
• Know what you can and can’t do 
• Understand its okay not to know everything 
 

 
 

4. What do you want to do when you grow up? 
 

• Decide what type of job you really want 
• The most difficult part is the job search 
• Decide what industry you want to work in 

 
 
 

5. Your skills and the marketplace. 
 

• Be objective about your own marketability 
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• Know that you can’t know everything 
• Know that you will not get hired at every place you apply 
 

 
 

6. Think Small. 
 

• Look at companies that employ fewer than 100 people 
• It’s easier to get to talk to the right people 
• Smaller companies use a more personal hiring approach 

 
 

 
 
7. Create a good resume 
 

• Stress skills, accomplishments and attributes that are likely to interest employers in your 
target areas 

• Stress accomplishments 
• Stress your personal attributes 
• Make it easy to read 
• We will do a full class on resume writing 

 
  Create a good demo reel / portfolio 
 

• It is a “show me” market 
• Acts as the showcase for skills 

 
 
 

8. Keep your game plan versatile when it comes to uncovering job leads  
 

• Be prepared to explore every avenue that could produce a lead 
• Look in places that you don’t think will have job opportunities 

 
 
 
 

9. Network. Network.  Network 
 

• Make daily goals to meet people who can give you job leads 
• Network with people you know 
• Network with industry professionals 
• We will do a full session on networking 

 
 

 
10. Read the right stuff 
 

• Stay current on trends and issues that professionals in your field deal with on a day-to-
day basis 

• Do research on the Web 
• Go to your local library 
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• Visit Chapters 
 
 
 

11. Position yourself as a problem solver 
 

• Always think “What do I know or what am I able to do that can help this company be 
more successful?” 

 
 

12. Keep your sunny side up 
 

• Fight the tendency to think “I’ll never find a job” 
• This is the hardest thing to do 

 
 
 

13. Keep up appearances 
 

• Do your best to look your best 
• Look the part 
• First impressions are lasting 

 
 
 

14. Be specific when asking for help 
 
• By doing so you will almost always get what you want from these people 
• People will help 
• People will not tell you what you want or why you are calling them 

 
   

15. Look into contracting or Freelancing 
 

• Helps you develop new skills and get a taste for different environments 
• Gives you independence 
• Opportunity to be your own boss 

 
 
 

16. Go online to increase your productivity 
 

• Do related research online 
• Company info 
• Industries 
• Apply for jobs 

 
 

 
17. Do your homework before you go on interviews 
 

• Research the company…Be Prepared! 
• We will do a full session on interviewing 
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18. Respect the little things 
 
You will be amazed how the little things can add up which sometimes cause a negative impression to 
be made or if handled properly can help edge out the competition for the job. 
 

• Make sure you arrive on time for your interview, not too early and not too late 
 
• Be aware that that your interview starts as soon as you walk through the door.   The 

receptionist may take notes on your attentiveness and attitude for the interviewer 
 

• Make sure you dress the part of someone who is ready to impress an interviewer 
 

• Have a good firm handshake when you meet people. 
 

• Make sure you have a good resume to hand out when looking for work 
 

• Always address people in a polite way and mind your manners when meeting new people 
 
• It is often easy for people to talk negatively about a former employer.   Remember to 

avoid doing this as it shows a bad side to your personality.   The interviewer is more 
interested in finding out what you learned from your last job not why you hated it so 
much.    

 
• Do not discuss salary in your first interview.   If you are asked for a range you should give 

the range or what your expectations are.   You should never ask what the salary is.   
Even if it turns out that the salary is below what you wanted, the interview is an 
experience and you will take things away from the interview that you can use later 

 
• Show your sense of humour.   Interviews want to see a person who takes their job 

seriously but who is going to be easy to get along with once they start the new job.  Many 
interviewers want to see the real you in an interview. 

 
 

19. Show enthusiasm and sell yourself 
 
• Let the best of you shine through in the interview 

 
 

20. Make the best deal possible 
 

• When the offer comes never be afraid to ask for more money 
 
 

The Hidden Job Market 
 
There are actually very few jobs that get advertised as most companies prefer to fill open positions 
through word of mouth and they are often more confident with their hiring decisions.   Imagine being set 
up on a date by one your friends or going on a date that you found from an ad that you posted on the 
Internet.   Chances are you would be much more comfortable with your friend’s choice than a perfect 
stranger. 
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The key is getting the word out that you are looking for work and tapping into the hidden job market.   
Your goal is to find out first hand that a company is looking to hire someone with your skill set. 
 
Here are a few hints to finding these jobs: 
 

• Look at growth companies 
• Use your network contacts 
• Read the business section in the newspaper 
• Always be prepared to market yourself 
• Register with agencies 
• Look at companies that are hiring 

 
 
 
Cost of Hiring 
 
Every time an employer hires a new employee there is a risk that the person may not work out.   This is 
even riskier for an employer when there is an actual cost associated with hiring mistakes.  The example 
below demonstrates how much it costs if an employer hires the wrong person. 
 
$ 1,500   - Ad   
$    800   - Screening 
$ 1,000   - Phone screening 
$ 2,000   - Personal interviews 
$ 1,000   - 2nd interviews 
$ 9,000   - Probation - $36 k/year 
 
The initial cost of finding someone is in the neighborhood of $15,300.  This is the amount of money it 
takes to screen, recruit, hire and train a new employee.  At the end of the probationary period the 
employer hopes to have an employee who can make a contribution to the company. 
 
If for some reason this candidate does not work out and they are let go at the end of the probation period, 
it will cost an additional $ 6,300 to find the 2nd candidate, who then goes through the same probationary 
period with the same costs.  If this employee works our then you have a cost of $ 21,600.  If not, well then 
the process starts all over again. 

 
 

 
Volunteering as an Option 
 

• Gives you real world work experience 
• Gives you the opportunity to meet and network with industry professionals 
• Avoids gaps on resumes 
• If it is community volunteering, giving back to the community 
 
 

 
25 Reasons Why People Don’t Get Hired 
  
1. Poor personal appearance 
2. Lack of interest and enthusiasm 
3. Over emphasis on money 
4. Condemnation of past employers 
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5. Failure to look at the interviewer when speaking 
6. Limp, fishy handshake 
7. Unwillingness to travel or relocate  
8. Late for interview 
9. Failure to express appreciation for interviewer’s time 
10. Asks no or poor questions about the job 
11. Vague, indefinite response to questions 
12. Overbearing, over aggressive, conceited with superiority  
13. Inability to express self clearly; poor voice, diction 
14. Lack of planning for career; no purpose and goals 
15. Unwilling to start at the bottom; 
16. Lack of confidence and poise; nervous, ill at ease 
17. Makes excuses, evasive on aspects of job history 
18. Lack of tact or cynical 
19. Lack of courtesy; ill mannered 
20. Lack of maturity 
21. Wants job for short time 
22. No interest in company or industry 
23. Low moral standards 
24. Intolerant: strong prejudices 
25. Inability to take criticism 
 

 
 
 

Speech Therapy 
Kate Rowland 

Sun Media 
 
Stage fright, speech anxiety, or fear of public speaking – whatever the terms used to describe it, this 
widespread phobia has been documented as ranking even higher than the fear of death. 
 
However, in today’s workplace, presentation skills are crucial to a successful career.  Company 
representatives are often asked to speak formally at meetings and conferences, often without the formal 
training to do so.  Such situations can cause a certain level of stress. 
 
But Wayne Clements, president and chief executive officer of Clements Consulting Group, says an 
effective speaker is simply one who accepts that fear, and moves ahead despite it.  “The reality is, fear is 
there,” he says. 
 
“Recognize it, accept it, and know, ‘I’m going to be scared a little bit.’” 
 
Vera Colville, president of Dale Carnegie Training in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Alaska, says 
communication and connection with your audience are key issues in overcoming your fear. 
Often, says Colville, fear comes from speaking about things we are not excited, or eager to talk about. 
“Most people will be articulate about things they care about,” she says. 
 
One of the most significant ways people can be effective speakers is to look inside themselves for topics, 
and then have a conversation with their audience, Colville advises. 
 
Then, they say, it is important to relate the essence of what you are trying to express by way of 
illustrations and examples that create pictures for your audience. 
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“Study, prepare, and have more examples than required,” Colville says. 
 
“If you prepare more than you use, it allows you reserved power.” 
 
Advance preparation, knowing your audience, and knowing the end result you want to achieve will all 
assist in banishing speaking fears, Clements says. 
 
“I will engage my audience by asking questions.  It puts them in think mode,” he says. 
 
“People are OK with you being vulnerable and authentic.  Don’t be anybody you’re not.” 
 
Colville concurs, advising not trying to imitate others. 
 
“Just be yourself”, she says.  This is probably the most challenging for most of us.  It is good to have 
models and mentors, but to imitate, we are destined to fail.” 

 
 

 
 

Talk the Talk … without Freaking Out 
Vera Colville and Faye Fisher 

 
Writer and international teacher Dale Carnegie presents eight core principles for how to prepare and 
deliver effective speeches. 
 

- Prepare brief notes about your chosen subject. 
- Never write your talk out verbatim; you want to talk to your audience, not read your notes 

aloud. 
- Never memorize your talk.  This leads to a lack of fluidity, especially if you lose your 

place. 
- Always fill your talk with illustrations, examples or demonstrations that really bring your 

point to the forefront.  Examples create pictures; examples teach. 
- Study, prepare and have more examples than are required.  If you prepare more than you 

use your reserve power. 
- Rehearse your talk by conversing with friends. 
- When talking to your audience, forget everything except what you are saying. 
- Don’t try to imitate others, just be yourself. 

 
- John M. Fisher & Associates Ltd.  And Dale Carnegie Training in Alberta, Saskatchewan and 
Alaska 

 
 

 
 

Hot Tips and Cool Tricks to Drive your Job Search 
By Donald Straits, 

CEO and Dragon Slayer, Corporate Warriors 
 

 
Grab a cup of coffee or a nice cool drink, get settled in front of your computer, put your thinking cap on, 
and now let's go to work. Print out the following list of hot tips and cool tricks. Now as you read each one, 
think about how the tip or trick applies to your search situation. Type out your ideas so you can organize 
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them and put them to work for you. They may not all apply, but guaranteed, you will see opportunities to 
change your job search strategy.  
 
Some of the ideas are out-of-the-box, innovative tips and tricks that break traditional rules. The other 
ideas may be very traditional, but are worth repeating. Many people are not using these basic, 
extraordinarily important, concepts. For example: Proofread. Proofread. Proofread. I look at dozens of 
resumes every day, and almost every resume has mistakes in grammar, punctuation or spelling. It is a 
death sentence for the job seeker.  
 
1. Don't be trapped in the traditional one- or two-page resume "box." Make a powerful first impression with 
a comprehensive portfolio, including a two- to four-page resume, key accomplishment summaries (one 
page each) and statements of industry, company, or functional job insights. Integrate graphs, tables or 
charts throughout your resume or portfolio. 
 
2. Avoid these common resume mistakes: weak demonstration of results, disorganized, run-on or wordy 
sentences, and too much irrelevant information such as long lists of coursework, certificates and personal 
family history. Most importantly, avoid the use of "half-sentences" that only tell what you did and do not 
define the results you achieved. Once again, avoid misspellings, typing errors and grammatical blunders 
that are far too commonplace.  
 
3. When posting your resume on CareerBuilder.com, consider taking advantage of the "upgrade" so that 
your resume always appears near the top of the list. All postings appear in chronological order with the 
exception of the "upgrades" which get priority placement. Without the upgrade option, your resume will 
quickly appear down further on the list because of the huge volume of postings. It is worth the minor 
investment.  
 
4. The primary reason why most job seekers fail in their job search is that they are too focused on 
themselves (job title, responsibilities, compensation, location, growth opportunity, and status). The job 
seekers who achieve success in their job search are focused on the needs of the organization to which 
they are applying and the needs of the people in that organization.  
 
5. Don't be trapped by looking backward at your last position with regret or anger. Eyes forward with 
enthusiasm, energy and confidence for the new opportunities that lie in the future!  
 
6. After you suffer a job loss, do not "retreat" or "escape" behind the doors of your house. The exact 
opposite should be the case. Seek out every opportunity to expand your network through new friends. 
Become active in professional organizations and community groups. Meet new people in social and 
athletic situations; engage those people in conversations on how you can help them and then they, in 
turn, will help you.  
 
7. Get organized and committed. The biggest mistake most people make is finding excuses for not being 
active in their job search. Develop a daily working plan and stick to it!  
 
8. Here is a tip that breaks the rules: Do not develop a 30-second "commercial" that tells people about 
you. Too often, that "commercial" sounds "scripted" and it rarely is suited for every situation. Rather, think 
more about the individual to whom you are speaking, what his/her needs are, and how you can help 
him/her, given your leadership and expertise. Example: If you are talking to an HR person, talk about 
team building, collaboration and being open to ideas. If you are interviewing with a sales manager, talk 
about your energy, drive, new products, sales opportunities and how everyone in the organization should 
be considered part of the sales team. If you are meeting with an analytical type of person (i.e. financial or 
technical manager), talk about the importance of systems, processes, details, organization and 
procedures. If you are meeting with a senior department head, talk about the importance of generating 
bottom line results.  
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9. Don't think so much about how to answer tough questions. If you are talented, you will have the ability 
to think "on your feet" and answer those questions. More importantly, think about what kind of tough 
questions are important to ask. Asking penetrating questions demonstrates your expertise and job 
insights.  
 
10. When responding to questions, tell great stories that illustrate the point you are trying to make. 
Answering a question with facts and figures touches the interviewer's mind. However, if you answer 
questions with a great story, you touch his/her heart. Once you touch someone's heart, you've got him/her 
"in your pocket."  
 
11. When you define your career, think in terms of your leadership and contributions to the bottom line. 
Do not think in terms of job history, experience, or skill set.  
 
12. When you prepare for an interview, go beyond the traditional company research. Develop a list of key 
insights into emerging trends, opportunities, issues, and challenges for the industry, company or position. 
Your insights or viewpoints will demonstrate your leadership and vision. Also do field research. Talk with 
employees, customers, vendors and write out the summaries of your research. The knowledge you 
gained will give you an edge over other job seekers.  
 
13. When networking, instead of talking about yourself, ask questions that identify the needs of the people 
with whom you are talking. By understanding their agenda, you are more likely to come up with the right 
responses to their questions. It is commonly accepted that great conversationalists do the least amount of 
talking but ask the best questions.  
 
14. If you are over 40, hit the books and become contemporary in state-of-the-art concepts for your 
industry or functional area. Many mature job seekers are passed over because they are not up-to-date. 
Also, regardless of your industry or position, become proficient in current computer technology and 
applications. If you don't heed both of the above suggestions, you will discover you will soon no longer be 
marketable  
 
15. To secure a position, your ability to do the job is only a small piece of the total puzzle. Hiring 
managers are more interested in the following: initiative, willingness to accept responsibility, ability to 
grow within your job and the company, your ability to assume authority when required, your respect of 
authority, your level of expertise, your ability to manage and lead others, your ability to work in a team 
environment, a personality that demonstrates self-confidence, the courage to make tough decisions, 
compatibility with the corporate culture, and your demonstration of high energy and enthusiasm.  
 
While the above cool tips and hot tricks only scratch the surface, they will help you rethink your search 
strategy and get you pointed in the right direction. We all know that today's job market is tough, so the 
message is persistence. Get focused, implement great strategies, and stay motivated. Hang in there. You 
are going to succeed. 
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Module 2.0 
NETWORKING 
 
 
Networking is the fastest way to find a job! This component of career development is designed to give you 
a better idea of how to use your existing contacts and new contacts to help you in finding a job.  In order 
for a person to effectively market themselves and network properly, they need to get over the fear of 
meeting new people and selling their skills.   This is sometimes easier said than done, but everyone feels 
the same way. 
 
 
What is networking? 
 

• It is a process of connecting with people. 
• It is a process that will aid you in making the right decisions about your career. 
• It is a process that allows you to give and get valuable information. 
• Contacting Industry professionals. 

 
 
The Art of Building Professional Alliances 

 
• Most effective method to discover employment opportunities. 
• Professional network to complete a successful career transition. 
• 85% - 95% of all jobs are found through WOM, informal referral, etc. 
• It is not what you know, it is who you know. 

 
 
Insights Into Networking 
 

• Networking is the best way to gain access to the unpublished or hidden employment market. 
• Networking is the most effective method of finding employment for most people. 
• Networking does not always require cold calling. 
• Everyone has an extensive network. 

 
 
People need to remember that networking is not meant to be an exercise in cold calling.   There is a 
certain amount of cold calling required, but it is not the only thing that you.    
 
As well, networking is not meant to be dishonest, difficult or demeaning.  Networking is a skill that when 
perfected, can be used effectively throughout a person’s entire career. 
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The Networking Process Chart 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Who is your network? 
 
This worksheet is useful to ensure that you really know who you should be contacting.  Often people are 
unsure of who they should be contacting and sometimes feel that they do not know anyone.  This 
worksheet makes you think about the people you should be contacting. 
 

 
NETWORKING CONTACT WORKSHEET 
 
Personal 

1. List as many employed adult relatives as possible 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

               
      2.   List your close friends 

____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
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____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

 
 
3.    List the names of current or former neighbors 

____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

 
4. List the health professionals you know. 

____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

 
5. List your lawyer, accountant, brokers, insurance agents, contractors and other 

professionals with whom you have done business 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

 
6. List the people you know from your involvement in religious or social organizations 

____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

7. Others 
 

____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

 
 
 
Professional 

1. List the people you know from your association with professional organizations 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

 
2. List the colleagues (including managers) you worked with over the past five years 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
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____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

 
 

3. List others you know in former places of  employment 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

 
4. List former vendors you worked with 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

                   
5. List former customers or clients 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

 
6. List former competitors 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

 
 
 
 

7. List former outside consultants you worked with at your previous places of 
employment 

____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

                      
8. Others 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 
____________  ____________  ____________ 

 
 

 
Networking Skills to Develop 
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• How to use your personal network to reach decision makers. 
• How to set up a network. 
• How to conduct a networking meeting. 
• How to develop a record keeping system for managing your networking campaign. 

 
 
 
The Networking Advantage 
 

• Investigate industries. 
• Target organizations that appeal to you. 
• Meet influential people. 
• Increase your exposure in the markets you select. 
• Gather critical inside information. 
• Uncover all the realistic possibilities within a defined area. 
• Explore several career possibilities within the same company. 

 
 
 
Keeping Track. 
 

• Track all your contact with your contacts. 
• Continue to follow up. 
• Know all the details of your job search. 
• Continuously refer to the tracking list. 

 
 
Your Networking Database 
 
Once you start your job search it is important that you keep track of all your contacts.  You can keep track 
of them in a database, an excel file, a word document or even a binder with some sheets of paper.  The 
importance of tracking this information is to ensure that you have an accurate account of conversations 
with employers and to know where you should be focusing your energy.  Who are the employers with the 
greatest potential? 
 
By documenting your contacts you will be able to save lots of time while you are tracking down contact 
info or trying to find out what follow up is required. 
 
For example, once you get into the full swing of your job search, you will start meeting a lot of people and 
sending out many resumes.  Sometimes a month or so may lapse before you get a call for an interview.  If 
you have accurately tracked the information, immediately you are able to see what job you have applied 
for, who you have spoken with at the company and what the specific details of the company job are. 
 
Without this information you either have to ask the person scheduling the interview for this information – 
not a good thing – or you have to go into the interview with little to no preparation.  Once again it is the 
little things that start to add up that will give you an advantage over other people whom you are competing 
against for the same job. 
 
 
 
You should track the following information: 
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• Name of the contact 
 
• Contact’s title 
 
• Company name 
 
• Company address and phone number 

 
• Contact’s e-mail address 
 
• How you know the person – How did you meet them, was it through a friend, another contact, or 

simply a cold call or application? 
• Details of conversation with the contact – Always track the things that you talk about as it makes 

follow up simpler. 
 
• Leads this contact has given you 
 
• Personal information that may provide leverage – this is information like the person’s birthday, 

anniversary or any details that will assist you in developing a deeper professional relationship. 
 
• What is the next step – Who calls who or does what next? 
 
• Scheduled follow ups or deadlines 

 
ample Tracking Sheet 

 
Contact Tracking 
 
Personal Info: 
Name Ron Smith 
Title Client Relations Manager 
Company DevStudios International Inc. 
Address 2 10104 103 Street 
Phone 423-0300 
Email curtis@devstudios.com 
Personal Data Birthday is June 26 
 Hates domestic cars 
 
Notes: 
04/19/04 – Spoke with Ron and he is interested in meeting to 
review my portfolio, set up meeting for April 21 at 3pm 
04/21/04 – Met with Ron, was impressed with portfolio, but has no 
work at this point, said to check back soon, but he gave me some 
other contacts. 
 
Job Leads: 
Joe Raffa – Joe’s Famous Plastic Thought 
Grant Currie – Currie’s Design Emporium 
Felix Wong – Felix’s Big Company of Software Development 
 
Position Applied For: 
Graphic Designer – No Current Opportunity 
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What Is The Next Step? 
04/19/04 – Go to interview on April 21 
04/19/04 – Has no positions will follow up on May 15 
 
 
 
The Networking Process 
 

• Where do you Start? 
 

o Get organized 
o Make a list of the people you need to contact 
o Make lists of companies in the industry 
o Have a cover letter, resume, demo reel/portfolio complete and ready to distribute 
o Practice what to say 

 
 
The Networking Process 

• Pick up the Phone 
o Who to call first 
o What to say on the phone 
o Use your two-minute introduction  
o Ask for “help” not a job 
o Try to set up an information interview 
o Who else should you talk with 

 
 
Two Minute Introduction 
 

• “Elevator Speech” 
• Where you have come from 
• Where you are today 
• Where you plan on going tomorrow 
• Have resume or business card ready to go 

 
 
The Importance of a Personal Meeting 

 
• So why do you need to see the person face to face? 
• You need to be seen and present yourself 
• A high percentage of communication is non-verbal 
• You want to be remembered 
• This is the development of the relationship 

 
 
Selling Yourself 
 

You are the product and therefore you must: 
• Define your market 
• Understand what customers want 
• Know your product 
• Design a campaign 
• Keep your numbers up 
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• Be prepared for rejection 
 
 
What if you are nervous about asking for help? 
 

• It is natural for others to want to help 
• Most people enjoy giving advice 
• Ego Boost 
• Empathetic 
• They too would want help 
• They may learn something 
• Leverage 

 
 
Network Phone Call 
 

• Practice session 
 
 
How to conduct a Networking Meeting 

 
• Step #1 

o Introduction 
o Establish rapport 
 

• Step #2 
o Background summary and purpose 
o Give a brief description of your work history using your two minute introduction 
 

• Step #3 
o Questions and data collection 
o Use a list of prepared open ended questions to focus and direct the conversation 
 

• Step #4 
o Obtain referrals 
 

• Step #5 
o Close 
o Keep your eye on the time 
 

• Step #6 
o Follow up 

 
 
 
Tips for Meetings 
 

• Always have specific objectives 
• Keep your requests appropriate and focused 
• Do your homework 
• Leave a copy of your resume 
• Suggest appointments before or after normal business hours 
• Watch for signals from your contact 
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Summary 
 

• Networking works 
• Networking  builds long-term relationships 
• Edmonton is a show me market 
• Listen twice as much as you talk 
• Get over the nervousness 
• Practice networking 
• Most positions are filled through word of mouth 
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Module 3.0 
RESUME WRITING 
 
Your resume is meant to summarize your work and academic experience and to introduce your skill set.  
It is important that your resume look impressive, be easy to read, catch the recruiter’s eye and it should 
dramatically increase your chances of getting more interviews. 
 
 
Resume Writing 
 

• The resume introduces you 
• The resume summarizes your skills 
• Your resume is used to screen for job suitability 
• Your resume can make or break you 

 
 
Resume Do’s 
 

• Do summarize technologies 
• Do update your resume 
• Do use conventional English 
• Do use short paragraphs 
• Do proofread your resume 
• Do revise the resume to suit the position 
• Do include significant contributions & accomplishments 
• Do allow most space for project/work experience 
• Do list professional activities 
• Do keep an ongoing list of your achievements 
• Do ensure your references have a copy of your resume 
• Do read your resume before the interview 
• Do move fast to get your resume into the employers hands 

 
 
Resume Don’ts 
 

• Do not give reasons for termination 
• Do not list personal activities (sometimes) 
• Do not include non-existent experience 
• Do not put “references available upon request” 
• Do not list references on the resume 
• Do not use exact dates 
• Do not include physical descriptions 
• Do not list High School education (if applicable) 
• Do not give an object unless your resume is targeted 
• Do not use too much professional jargon 
• Do not use overused action words 
• Do not provide past salary information 
• DO NOT LIE! 
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Action Words 

• Be sure to describe your roles and accomplishments with strong action words, key terms that will 
pop out at employers 

• Use ones that signify leadership and team roles you’ve had 
• These include words such as: team work/player, multi-tasking, executed, organized, performed, 

maintained, supervised, managed, directed, developed, implement. 
 
Writing Style 
 

• The wording of your resume is just as important as the look. 
• You may have to write several rough drafts to come up with one that will really shine. 
• Use matching verb tenses. 
• Keep all descriptions short. 
• Full sentences are not necessary, but be consistent with punctuation. 

 
 
Resume Writing Process 
 

• Complete background worksheet 
• Pick the format you want to use 
• Can use functional, where you focus primarily on a certain job function 
• Can be chronological, where everything is done in time order 
• Pick the headings you want to use 

o Qualifications 
o Education 
o Work experience 
o Skills  
o Activities 

• Focus on accomplishments instead of duties 
• Proof read resume, (only one chance to make a first impression). 
• It is considered fraud to purposely omit information from your resume, or to adjust duties to 

ensure there are no gaps in your work history. 
• Education – list all post secondary, degrees, diplomas, certificates, training seminars. 
• 2 - 3 pages in length.  Preferably 2, but definitely no more than 3. 

 
 
Actual Resume Sentences 
 

• Experience: “Computer games tester (still reigning Tetris champion).” – Is that a challenge? 
 
• Qualifications: “Twin sister has accounting degree.” – Send her in! 
 
• Cover letter: “I speak several languages, and I am very handsome.” – And modest, too. 

 
• Summary: “An accomplished professional with deliberate experience in project management.” – 

At least you didn’t just stumble into it. 
 
• Experience: “Have not yet been abducted by aliens.” – How long have you been waiting? 
 
• Objective: “I am seeking a second job to supplement my income and support my shopping habit.” 

– We may have a job for you in purchasing. 
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• Cover letter: “What interested me about this job is that it’s with a prestigious company (my friends 
would definitely approve).” – Glad to hear it. 

 
• Resume: “Important note: Resume adjectives and job descriptions have not been altered despite 

labor market conditions.  I have not embellished my resume nor changed it except to incorporate 
additional details and in some instances to delete wordiness.” – May we suggest some more 
editing. 

 
• Skills: “Read, Write, Speak, and think fluently in German, French and Spanish.” – Could you 

elaborate? 
 
• Cover letter: “Even if I don’t get the job, it’s ok.  It’s worth putting in the time and effort writing this 

resume.” – We’re glad we could oblige. 
 

• Objective: “I would like to work for a company that is very lax when it comes to tardiness.” – We’ll 
get back to you 

 
 
 
Cover Letter Tips 

• Keep it short and simple 
• First Paragraph - Why you are applying 
• Second Paragraph - Emphasize specific knowledge and skills 
• Third Paragraph - What is going to happen next 
• Ensure there are no spelling or grammatical errors 
• Use “user benefit writing style” 
• Be original and show enthusiasm 
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Same Cover Letter #1 
 
10102 104 Avenue  
Edmonton, AB 
T5l 1E2 
 
Mr. Joe Smith 
Director of Business Development 
All Purpose Company 
8369 179 Street  
Edmonton, AB 
T5S 0P9 
 
Dear Mr. Smith: 
 
In reviewing the professional position opportunities in the Globe and Mail this weekend, I noticed that your 
ad stood out from the others.  I am applying with enthusiasm to what appears to be a job made for me. 
 
I exceed your requirements as states.  With over 5 years of progressively more responsible, directly 
related work experience with a major law firm, I am able to handle a high volume of diversified office 
responsibilities with a minimum of supervision.  I believe I can contribute significantly to your law practice 
through my efficient, cost saving and support oriented approach.  I have always enjoyed excellent working 
relationships at work as my references state. 
 
I look forward to hear from you and if you require additional information, please contact at the phone 
number listed on my resume. 
 
 
Sincerely 
 
 
Jake Doe 
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Same Cover Letter #2 
 
10102 104 Avenue  
Edmonton, AB 
T5l 1E2 
 
Mr. Joe Smith 
Director of Business Development 
All Purpose Company 
8369 179 Street  
Edmonton, AB 
T5S 0P9 
 
Dear Mr. Smith: 
 
Your ad for a marketing representative caught my attention.  At this time in my career, I am looking for 
new challenges and an opportunity to combine my effective marketing skills with my interest in 
telecommunications. 
 
My resume is enclosed for your review.  I am hard-working and ambitious and have excellent 
communication and organization skills.  I also have a Bachelor of Commerce degree. 
 
I am eager to meet you in a personal interview to discuss my suitability for this or other employment 
opportunities with you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Jake Smith 
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Sample Resume #1 
 

JAKE SMITH 
10102 104 Avenue 

Edmonton, AB 
T5l 1E2 

780-555-5658 
 
 
HIGHLIGHTS OF QUALIFICATIONS: 
• Results oriented: confident in making on the spot decisions 
• Excellent communication skills 
• Extremely well organized:  follow through to the last detail 
• Committed to producing results above and beyond what is expected 
• Personable: work effectively with a broad range of personalities 
 
WORK HISTORY: 
October 2002 -   DevStudios International Inc.,  
Present   Client Relations Manager 
 

Duties: 
• Manage software development projects totaling $500,000 in revenue 
• Meeting with potential and existing client for needs assessment, problem resolution and 

support issues 
• Prepare proposal and formalized quotes for a variety of technical projects 
• Deliver training seminars on job search techniques and strategies to students 
• Develop and maintain client relationships 

 
 
January 2001 –  Robert Half Technology,    
September 2002 Division Director 
 

Duties: 
• Manage recruiting and sales staff to maintain 100% retention rate 
• Recruit and find employment for senior technical individuals thru 25 interviews a week and 

successful placed over 200 individuals. 
• Implement local sales and marketing campaigns 
• Deliver training seminars on job search techniques and strategies 
• Develop and maintain client relationships 
• Participate in maintaining and increasing branch morale 
 

December 1998 – Videon CableSystems Alberta Ltd.,  
January 2001  Technical Support Manager 
 
 Duties: 

• Manage a staff of 65 technical support representatives 
• Recruit and promote staff as required, grew department from 10 staff to 65 staff in 2 years 

with a 98% retention rate. 
• Implement incentive plans and deal with staff performance issues 
• Manage a customer base of 30,000 Internet subscribers ensuring their happiness with the 

service. 
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October 1997 – Videon CableSystems Alberta Ltd.,  
December 1998 Commercial Internet Sales & Marketing 
 
 Duties: 

• Develop the sales and administration processes for business Internet service following the 
product launch 

• Manage Business Internet sales ensuring corporate goals were achieved and management 
directives were communicated to the sales team 

• Provide ongoing customer service for Business Internet customers at Videon CableSystems 
Alberta Inc 

 
EDUCATION: 
April 2001  University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta (in progress)  Faculty 
of Extension 
   Management Development 
 
July 2000 Management Action Program, Napa Valley, California 
 
May 1996 Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John’s, Newfoundland 
   Faculty of Business Administration 
   Bachelor of Commerce (Cooperative) 
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Sample Resume #2 

Sean M. Rosen 
1001 Fillmore Street • San Francisco, CA 12345 • (123) 555-2345 

Summary  
• Experienced with design concepts for packaging and 

advertising. 
• Photographer with skills in evaluating prints for reproduction. 
• Familiar with print preparation and production. 
• Understanding of video shooting and editing for television. 

 

Experience 

GRAPHIC DESIGN  
• Created consumer packaging using PMS and four-color processing; prepared 

designs for photo shoots. 
• Produced ad campaign strategies for a variety of products and services. 

- Designed thumbnails, roughs, and final comps for print advertising. 
- Wrote copy for television and print media. 

 

• Communicated corporate identity through design of logo and collateral. 
• Created mechanicals; proofed blue lines and color keys. 
• Used a wide range of typography to appeal to specific audiences. 

 

PHOTOGRAPHY  
• Photographed fashion and food compositions in studio settings. 
• Developed portfolio of color landscape prints from across the U.S. 
• Exhibited photos in two Bay Area locations. 
• Won award in black and white community photo contest. 
• Black and white darkroom and other technical experience. 

 

Relevant Work History 
(Concurrent with Education)  
2000-pres. Freelance Computer Graphic Designer, San Francisco 
1998-00 Marketing & Graphics Assistant, Smith & Co., San Francisco 

 

Education  
B.F.A., Graphic Design & Marketing, anticipated Spring 2002 
San Francisco Art Institute, San Francisco, CA 
 
Marketing Program, summer 2000 
Emory University, Atlanta, GA 

— Portfolio Available — 
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Cover Letter Refresher Course 
10 Tips for Crafting Eye-Catching Cover Letters 

by Peter Newfield 
 
Your cover letter presents your intentions, qualifications and availability to a prospective employer in a 
succinct and appealing format. As your first chance to make a great impression, a personalized letter 
indicates you are serious about your job search. Your resume can give the nitty-gritty of dates, places of 
employment and education, but your cover letter must entice the reader to consider you amidst hundreds, 
or even thousands, of candidates for any one job opening. 
 
1. Do You Really Need a Cover Letter? 
You bet! Just as you would never show up unannounced at a prospective employer's door, your resume 
should never just appear solo on a decision maker's desk. Your cover letter is your first opportunity to 
introduce yourself, present your qualifications and show the search committee you are a potential 
candidate for the advertised position. 
 
2. Personalize It to the Company. 
Anyone can reproduce a "canned" cover letter and hope for the best. Instead, take a few minutes to 
personalize your letter to show a company you are serious about working there. State the reason for your 
interest in the company. Show that you have done your homework by mentioning company specifics such 
as a department, a new project or a recent acquisition. Address the cover letter to a specific individual 
whenever possible. 
 
3. Why are you sending Your Resume and Cover Letter? 
Cover letters should be clear and to the point. Include the specific job title, two to three reasons why your 
experience makes a good fit and a brief outline of your career highlights. 
 
4. Highlight Your Strengths. 
You may be a great person and never call in sick, but prospective employers really want to know why 
they should consider you for this position. Brag a little! Give a few facts, list relevant skills and state 
accomplishments on recent jobs that will be impressive.  
Examples: 

• Increased overseas sales by 93 percent.  
• Negotiated new financial leases or loans.  
• Implemented new training programs that reduced staff turnover by 15 percent.  

 
5. State Your Intentions and Qualifications Right up Front. 
Don't expect a senior personnel manager or recruiter to wade through a mishmash of information on your 
cover letter before understanding why you are sending your resume. 
 
6. What Makes You Different? 
Emphasize your skills, talents and experiences to show how you would be a valuable addition to the 
team. If you have relevant volunteer or professional experience, mention it briefly in your cover letter. For 
example, if you are an accountant who serves as volunteer treasurer for a nonprofit community health 
organization, include that information. Or if you are an international sales rep who has lived in Europe and 
Asia and speaks several languages, add that to your letter. 
 
7. No Negative Information. 
Never include personality conflicts with previous employers, pending litigation suits or sarcastic remarks 
in your cover letter. If you are bad-mouthing your present place of employment, interviewers may fear a 
repeat performance if they hire you.  
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8. When Should You Include Salary and/or Relocation Information?  
The rule of thumb is to always include salary requirements and/or salary history in the cover letter if a 
prospective employer requests it. For example, you could write: "My salary requirements are $60,000-
$75,000 (negotiable)." Or you might write: "My current salary is $53,000 at XYZ Corporation."  
 
9. Take Action Steps.  
Take a proactive approach in your cover letter. State the fact that you are available for a personal 
interview; give your home, work, email and/or cell phone numbers where you can be reached; note that 
you will follow up by phone (whenever possible) to provide any additional information required. 
 
10. Be Direct! 
A professionally written cover letter and resume can open the door to your next position on the corporate 
ladder or to a new career in a different field. A clean, error-free presentation, combined with strong 
phrasing and solid facts, will encourage the reader to review the attached resume and call you in for an 
interview. 

 
 

Recruiters' Top 10 Resume Pet Peeves 
by Norma Mushkat 

“The Internet has changed the focus of a job search,” explains Michael Worthington of 
ResumeDoctor.com. “Just because your resume is nice on paper, it doesn't mean it's nice on a 
computer.” 

In fall 2002, ResumeDoctor.com asked more than 2,500 recruiters from a variety of industries what they 
see on resumes that they just can't stand, and created a list of the top 20 pet peeves. “This is what the 
industry is saying, so you better listen to it,” Worthington warns. 

Here are the top 10 pet peeves from the survey and some advice from recruiters for eliminating them 
from your resume: 

1. Spelling Errors, Typos and Poor Grammar According to Bruce Noehren of J. Douglas Scott & 
Associates, this directly reflects your reputation. “You don't gain anything by getting it right,” he says. 
“This is credibility you should already possess.” 

Of course, you want to use spell check, but that won't catch every mistake. “Manger” is a correctly 
spelled word, but it means something very different from “manager.” Be sure to pay close attention to 
those buzzwords related to your field. 

2. Too Duty-Oriented “If you're using your company's job description, you're missing the point of your 
resume,” says Paul Schmitz of Hufford Associates. Recruiters already know what the job is; your 
resume should highlight your accomplishments in that position. 

Schmitz advises you show what you've really done by outlining the process, outcomes and results that 
are specific to you. 

3. Inaccurate Dates or None at All Recruiters need to know when you worked where to get a better 
understanding of your working history and to use the dates for background checks. According to Kathi 
Bradley of Bradley Resources, “Missing dates, especially for long periods of time, could send up a red 
flag, and the resume may be discarded as a result.” 
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Include specific ranges in months and years for every position. If you have gaps, explain them either in 
your cover letter or introduction, but not in your resume. “It always helps to continue your education and 
training and to list any volunteer work during a slow period,” says Bradley. “Listing these under 
education or volunteer work should explain some of the gaps.” 

4. Inaccurate or Missing Contact Information “You create a resume for one reason: To get a phone 
call,” says Kim Fowler of Fowler Placement Service Inc. How can someone contact you if the phone 
number is missing a digit or your email address is incorrect? 

Be sure every resume you send has your correct contact information, including name, phone number, 
email address and street address. Recruiters will not look you up; they'll move on to the next candidate. 

5. Poor Formatting Different typefaces and boxes may look nice on paper, but if the resume needs to 
be scanned, they can cause confusion. Recruiters suggest keeping your resume in plain text. 

6. Functional Resumes Whenever possible, recruiters advise you go with a chronological resume and 
focus on the skills and accomplishments that pertain to the job you're seeking. If you're concerned about 
a layoff, be assured that “nowadays, unemployment is quite prevalent, and recruiters regard it 
differently,” says Jeanne Pace of Pace Search Services. “Most people do something to keep their work 
[skills] going.” Use that information to fill in the gaps. 

7. Long Resumes and 8. Long Paragraphs “I simply don't have the time to read them,” says Bob 
Moore of Computer Recruiters Inc. 

Focus on the skills and accomplishments that directly apply to the job you're trying to get. Every word 
counts so don't dwell on the specifics of each job, but rather the highlights specific to you. 

9. Unqualified Candidates You may want a job, but if you don't have the skills and experience needed, 
recruiters will feel you're wasting their time. 

Look at the job description. Be sure to highlight the skills they are looking for with a bulleted list of your 
related qualifications at the top of the document. 

10. Personal Information Unrelated to the Job With the limited time recruiters spend on your resume, 
you don't want to distract them with your age, height, weight and interests unless they're directly related 
to the work you want to do.  “You need to make the link between what a recruiter needs and what you 
bring to the table,” explains Fowler. “Anything personal that is not directly linked to the position takes 
away from the point of the resume.” 

 
The One-Size-Fits-All Resume Usually Fits Nothing 

by Peter Vogt 
 
Summary  

• Sending generic resumes will get you nowhere fast.  
• Get a company's attention by customizing.  
• Promote skills and experiences related to each position.  

You're about to start your job hunt, and you've come up with what you believe to be a masterful plan: 
You'll put together the best resume you can, then fire it off to as many companies as you can, in the 
hopes it will be a good match for at least one job in one organization. It's the classic "throw a bunch of 
mud against the wall and see if any of it sticks" approach. 
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It's a strategy that's great for helping you feel like you're really doing something in your job search. 
Problem is it's far more likely to be a waste of your time, energy and perhaps money than anything else. 
The one-size-fits-all resume (and its cousin, the one-size-fits-all cover letter) just doesn't work in most 
cases. Put yourself in the employer's shoes, and it's easy to pinpoint the reasons why: 

The Swamp Factor 
Most employers dread going through resume piles (or the online resumes they've received) in the first 
place. They'd rather be doing almost anything else, especially after they've seen too many of these types 
of resumes. 

So when your one-size-fits-all resume shows up, along with dozens of others, the employer will likely spot 
it immediately, and put it in the circular file (aka the recycle bin) or the delete box, never to be considered 
again. 

Any Job Will Do 
Managers trying to fill positions in their organizations don't want to hear from applicants who are merely 
taking a shot at a job. They want to hear from people who really, truly want the job. The people who do 
are generally the ones who invest the time and energy necessary to customize their resumes and cover 
letters to the job and company at hand. 

If you were the employer, who would you be more interested in: the person who sent you the same 
resume he or she has sent everyone else, or the person who sent you a resume tailored to your specific 
wants and needs? 

Details Get Noticed 

Every job listing you'll ever see contains clues about the specific experiences, skills and/or educational 
background the employer is seeking in the person it will hire. If you take the time to identify those 
characteristics and then highlight them on your resume (and in your cover letter), you'll have the chance 
to present your potential in the best light possible. In other words, you give the organization what it's 
looking for instead of trying to (usually unsuccessfully) impose your agenda on the company. 

Does customizing your resumes and cover letters take more time than the one-size-fits-all approach? 
Definitely. Does it involve more research, more energy, more work? Absolutely. But your chances for 
positive payoff are much greater. As corporate recruiter Nancy Bernardi told the Sacramento Bee 
recently: "Unfortunately, I don't think a lot of people even read the job descriptions of the positions they 
apply for. So often they send us resumes that have nothing to do with the job they're applying for. We 
never call people like that." 
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Module 4.0 
INTERVIEWING 
 
 
Kinds of Interviews 

• The Screening Interview 
• The Panel Interview 
• The Serial Interview 
• Combined Screening and Employment Interview 

 
 
General Interviewing Tips 
 

• Presenting yourself 
• When you arrive 
• Be enthusiastic 
• Be polite 
• Know the interviewer’s personal information 
• Do not sit until asked to do so 
• Maintain eye contact 
• Be interested in the interview 
• Ask for clarification if it is required 
• Ask questions at the end 
• Tell compelling stories 
• Allow for pregnant pauses 

 
 
What is an Interview really about? 
 

• To get to know you and find out what you are all about 
• Find out if you can do the required job 
• Will you fit in with the current team 
• Make a personal connection 

 
 
 
How to prepare for an interview 
 

• The ‘T’ Attribute Chart 
• Find out as much info about the organization 
• Find out info about the industry 
• What are your key technical skills for the position 
• Practice answering questions 
• Curtis can do mock interviews with you. 
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T Attribute Sheet 
 
Step 1 - List all your personal strength and skills. 

 
Personal Attributes 
.Net Certification 
Hard Working 
Strong Work Ethic 
Previous  Dev Experience 
Takes Initiative 
Strong Leadership Skills 
Ability to work as part of a team or 
independently 
Excellent written Communication 
Skills 
Experience with SQL Server 
Software Development Diploma 
Strong adherence to deadlines 
 
 
Step 2 - List the company attributes and what the company is needs for this particular position. 
 

Company Attributes 
6 months Develop Experience 
College/University Diploma/Degree 
Work under pressure with many 
deadlines 
Excellent written and verbal 
communication skills 
Able to travel to various company 
locations within Canada 
Experience developing in Visual 
Basic 
Able to work in a very dynamic 
environment 
Able to work as part of an already 
created team 
Excellent opportunities for 
advancement 
Take charge in difficult situations 
 
 
 
 
Step 3 – Compare and match up as many of the attributes as you can. 
 
 

Personal Attributes Company Attributes 
.Net Certification 6 months Develop Experience 
Hard Working College/University Diploma/Degree 
Strong Work Ethic Work under pressure with many 

deadlines 
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Previous Development Experience Excellent written and verbal 
communication skills 

Takes Initiative Able to travel to various company 
locations within Canada 

Strong Leadership Skills Experience developing in Visual 
Basic 

Ability to work as part of a team or 
independently 

Able to work in a very dynamic 
environment 

Excellent written Communication 
Skills 

Able to work as part of an already 
created team 

Experience with SQL Server Excellent opportunities for 
advancement 

Software Development Diploma Take charge in difficult situations 
Strong adherence to deadlines  
  
 
 
Managing Stress/Anxiety 

• Deep breathing and relaxation techniques 
• Repeat mental positive affirmations 
• Review and reaffirm your specific strengths 
• Visualize yourself in the interview 
• Be well prepared 
• Anxiety will show in an interview and leave a negative impression 
• The Pygmalion technique 
• Visualization technique 

 
 
Confidence 

• You have to believe it yourself. 
• Many candidates are tentative and reluctant to express confidence in their own abilities. 
• Once the interview starts, no one will sell you if you don’t sell yourself. 
• The interviewer will not sell you on our company until you sell them on you. 
• Don’t expect the interviewer to tell you why you are right for the job.  That is your job. 

 
 
Presenting yourself 

• How to dress for the interview 
• Your body language before and during the interview 
• Your voice tone 
• What you say to the interviewer 

 
 
Interview Structure 

• Getting acquainted / Establish rapport 
• Agenda setting 
• Information getting (interviewer asks questions) 
• Information giving (your turn to ask the questions) 
• Close & what is the next step 
 

 
Questions: Credential Verification Questions 

• This type of question includes “What was your GPA?” and “How long were you at…?”  
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• It’s purpose is to place objective measurements on features of your background. 
 
 
Questions: Experience Verification Questions 

• This type of question includes “What did you learn in that class?” and “What were your 
responsibilities in that position?” 

• It’s purpose is to verify experiential features of your background 
 
 
Questions: Opinion Questions 

• This type of question includes “What would you do in this situation?” and “What are your 
strengths and weaknesses?” 

• It’s purpose is to subjectively analyze how you would respond to a scenario 
 
 
Questions: Dumb Questions 

• This type of question includes “What kind of animal would you like to be?” or “What do you think 
flubber is made from?” 

• It’s purpose is to get past your pre-programmed answers to find out if you are capable of an 
original thought.  There is not necessarily a right or wrong answer since it is  used primarily as a 
test of your ability to think on your feet. 

 
 
Questions: Math Questions 

• This type of question includes “What is 1000 divided by 73” or “How many ping pong balls could 
you fit in a Volkswagen?” 

• It’s purpose is to evaluate not only your mental math skills, but also your creative ability in 
formulating the mathematical formula for providing an answer (or estimate, as can often be the 
case.) 

 
 
Questions: Case Questions 
 

• This type of question includes problem solving questions ranging from: “How many gas stations 
are there in the U.S.?” to “What is your estimate of the U.S. online retail market for books?” 

• It’s purpose is to evaluate your problem solving abilities and how you would analyze and work 
through potential case situations. 

 
Questions: Behavioral Questions 
 

• This type of question includes “Can you give me a specific example of how you did that?” or 
“What were the steps you followed to accomplish that task?” 

• It’s purpose is to anticipate predictable future behaviors based upon past responses. 
 
 
Questions: Competency Questions 
 

• This type of question includes “Can you give me a specific example of your leadership skills?” or 
“Explain a way in which you sought a creative solution to a problem.” 

• It’s purpose is to align your past behaviors with specific competencies which are required for the 
position. 
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Answering Questions 
 

• Pause at the conclusion of the story so the interviewer can take back control with another 
question or a redirection of the original question. 

• If the interviewer continues eye contact during the pause, use this as a cue to go on and provide 
another example. 

• Most interviews do not have established ground rules, agendas, or programs. 
• It is always a good idea to keep your answers within a two minute maximum.  If you are 

interrupted, give control back to the interviewer. 
• Never interrupt or finish a sentence for an interviewer. 

 
 
Tough Interview Question: Tell Me About Yourself. 
 

• My background to date has been centered around preparing myself to become the very best ___ I 
can become.  Let me tell you specifically how I have prepared myself… 

 
 
Tough Interview Questions: Why Should I Hire You 
 

• Because I sincerely believe that I am the best person for the job.  I realize that there are many 
other college students who have the ability to do this job.  I also have that ability.  But I bring an 
additional quality that makes me the very best person for the job. 

 
Some Examples of Questions you can ask in an Interview 
 

• To whom would I report? 
• What is the most important (crucial) part of this job? 
• What is your management style? 
• Is relocation necessary or mandatory after a certain period of time? 
• How much will I be expected to travel? 
• Could you describe your perception of an ideal candidate for this position? 
• On what is promotability based? What is a typical career path for this position? 
• What is your perception of what I'll be doing on a daily (weekly) basis? 
• What are some of your company's foremost aims and goals? 
• What are the short/long term goals for this department and how do they relate to the company as 

a whole? 
• Where does this company see itself five years from now? 
• How would you describe the environment I'll be working in? 
• How would my performance be assessed? 
• Please describe the organization of the company. 
• When could I start? 
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These are some sample Interview Questions that you can expect to be asked during an Interview.  These 
questions are from 101 Great Answers to the Toughest Interview Questions by Ron Fry.  If you pick 
up the book it also tells you what the interviewer is potentially looking for when they ask a particular 
question. 
 
Work – and the Real You 
 

1. What are your strengths as an employee? 
2. Why should I consider you a strong applicant for this position? 
3. What are your biggest weaknesses as an employee and what do you plan to do to correct them? 
4. What are the biggest failures you’ve had during your career?  What have you done to make sure 

they won’t occur again? 
5. What are the skills you most need to develop in order to advance your career? 
6. What do your supervisors tend to criticize most about your performance? 
7. How did you do on your last performance appraisal?  What were the key strengths and 

weaknesses mentioned by your supervisor? 
8. Tell me about the best/worst boss you’ve ever had. 
9. Looking back on the experience now, do you think there was anything you could have done to 

improve your relationship with that one bad boss? 
10. Are you an organized person? 
11. Do you manage your time well? 
12. How do you handle change? 
13. How do you go about making important decisions? 
14. Do you work well under pressure? 
15. Do you anticipate problems well or merely react to them? 
16. Would you describe yourself as a risk-taker or someone who plays it safe? 
17. If you could start your career all over again, what would you do differently? 
18. What is the biggest mistake you’ve ever made in choosing a job?  Why? 
19. Do you prefer to work with others, or by yourself? 
20. How do you get along with superiors? 
21. How do you get along with co-workers? 
22. How do you get along with people you’ve supervised? 

 
Why Are You Here? 
 

1. What were your most memorable accomplishments in your last job?  Of your career? 
2. Was there anything your company (or department) could have done to be more successful? 
3. Did you inaugurate any new procedures (or systems or policies) in any of the positions you’ve 

held? 
4. Describe the way your department is organized.  Also, what is the title of the person you report to, 

and what are his or her responsibilities? 
5. If you don’t leave your current job, what do you think will happen to you in your career?  How far 

do you expect to advance with your current company? 
6. If you’re so happy at your current firm, why are you looking for another job?  Will they be 

surprised that you’re leaving? 
7. If you have these complaints about your present company, and they think so highly of you, why 

haven’t you brought your concerns to their attention? 
 
Okay, Off With Your Defenses 
 

1. What interests you most about this position?  This company? 
 

2. What have you heard about this company that you don’t like? 
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3. This is a much larger (or smaller) company than you’ve ever worked for.  How do you feel about 
that? 

4. What are you looking for in your next job? 
5. What aspect of the job I’ve described appeals to you the least? 
6. Based on the industry right now, how does your ideal job stack up against the description of the 

job you’re applying for? 
7. What do you feel an employer owes an employee? 
8. What types of people do you find it most difficult to get along with? 
9. Are there any people who have trouble getting along with you? 
10. Have you ever hired anyone?  Why did you choose him or her (or them)? 
11. Have you ever fired anyone?  Why? 
12. What does the word “success” mean to you? 
13. What does the word “failure” mean to you? 
14. What do you want to be doing five years from now?  What are your most important long-term 

goals? 
15. Have you recently established any new objectives or goals? 
16. How would you describe your management philosophy? 

 
 
Let’s Get Personal 
 

1. Are you in good health?  What do you do to stay in shape? 
2. Do you have any physical problems that may limit your ability to perform this job? 
3. What do you like to do when you’re not at work? 
4. How would your co-workers describe you? 
5. How do you generally handle conflict? 
6. How do you behave when you’re having a problem with a coworker? 
7. If you could change one thing about your personality with a snap of your fingers, what would it 

be?  Why? 
8. Describe your best friend and what he or she does for a living.  In what ways are you similar or 

dissimilar to your best friend? 
 
What if Everyone Called in Sick, and…? 
 

1. Say your supervisor left an assignment in your “in” box, and then left town for a week.  You can’t 
reach him and you don’t fully understand the assignment.  What would you do? 

2. The successful candidate for this position will be working with some highly trained individuals who 
have been with the company for a long time.  How will you fit in with them? 

3. Your supervisor tells you something in a way you know is dead wrong.  What would you do? 
4. If you were unfairly criticized by your supervisor, what would you do? 
5. Would you like to have your boss’s job?  Why or why not? 
6. How will you handle the least interesting or least pleasant tasks of this job? 
7. You’ve had little experience with budgeting (or sales or marketing or whatever).  How do you 

intend to learn what you need to know to perform well in this job? 
 
Getting Into the School of Hard Knocks 
 

1. What extracurricular activities were you involved in?  What made you choose those?  Which of 
them did you most enjoy, and why? 

2. What led you to select your major?  Your minor? 
3. Which of your courses did you like most/least? 
4. If you were to start college over again tomorrow, what are the courses you would take?  Why? 
5. What did you learn from the internships listed on your resume? 
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6. In what courses did you get your worst grades?  Why?  How do you think that will affect your 
performance on the job? 

 
7. Why are you applying for a job in a field (or working in a field) other than the one in which you 

have your degree? 
 

Money Isn't the Only 
Way to Get Paid on the Job 

by Peter Vogt 
 
Summary  

• There are many forms of pay other than money.  
• Consider your priorities and personality when choosing a job.  

 

What sort of pay do you need from a job or internship?  

My bet that as you consider this question, your first thoughts turn to money. And it only makes sense, 
since money is the most obvious and common form of payment in our culture.  

But there are many other ways to be paid for your work, and some of them may be more important to you 
than financial payment. Given the right conditions, it's possible to go from a $40,000-a-year job to a 
$35,000-a-year job and consider it a raise. How? - By getting an "emotional salary" increase.  When 
you're considering a job or internship -- particularly if you have more than one offer on the table -- it's 
critical to know which form of pay matters most to you. It may be money. If it is, your decision is simple: 
Take the position offering the most money. On the other hand, you might be among those for whom 
money pales in comparison to:  

 Security: While no job is completely secure, clearly some jobs and industries are more stable 
than others. Would you take less money for a job if it offered some pretty good peace of mind from a 
security standpoint? Conversely, maybe you couldn't care less about security; you'd rather have an 
adventure and take some risks. In that case, which would be better: more money from an established, 
stable company or less money from a start-up that's on the move and ready to take you along for the 
ride?  

  
 Opportunity: Some college students want the chance to grow quickly in a job or internship. The 

corporate ladder and the money that goes with it aren't as appealing as the opportunity to make a 
significant impact right away. For other students, the exact opposite is true. Where do you stand? Which 
is better: a $12-an-hour internship with a job description that hasn't changed in years or a $10-an-hour 
internship you can build as you go along?  

  
 Flexibility: Many college students are more than content with the full-time work schedule. Others 

are turned off by the whole 9-to-5 concept and crave the prospect of calling their own shots where the 
work schedule is concerned. What about you? Does money make up for working 9-to-5, or would you 
rather set your own hours, at least to some degree?  

  
 Creative Freedom: If you ever want to make me crazy, you can do it with six simple words: 

"We've always done it this way." Aaarrgh! I'm a person who thrives on coming up with new ideas and 
ways of doing things. On the other hand, there are just as many people who want and need to follow 
established procedures or routines. Wherever you fall within the creative freedom spectrum, you have to 
ask yourself a question: "Does this matter more to me than financial compensation does?"  
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 Balance: Maybe you want a life outside work. Most people do. The real question is, do you want 
a life more than you want the money that might come with not having a life? If you do, then the position 
offering work/life balance will pay more for you than the one that doesn't, no matter what the financial 
rewards.  

  
 Impact: Are you someone who needs to make a difference in your work? If you are, then the job 

that will allow you to clearly see yourself mattering will be most rewarding when it comes to emotional 
salary, even if it may not make you financially rich. 

Money is one form of pay but not the only form. Only you can decide how much it matters to you in 
relation to the many other forms of pay available to you. If you don't, you may take a high-paying job that 
leaves you feeling broke.  

 
Ten Fashion Blunders 

What Not to Wear to the Interview 
by Carole Martin 

Any article about what to wear to an interview might well begin with a qualifying statement covering the 
extremes in various states, (New York and California, for example) and industries (technology, 
manufacturing), which are possible exceptions to the normal rules of fashion. It might surprise you to 
learn that those extremes have, over the last couple of years, begun to move closer and closer to the 
middle ground. Nowadays, if you were to ask 100 people their opinion about what to wear to an 
interview, the majority would answer: “Dress on the conservative side.” With that in mind, here are some 
well-thought-out suggestions on how to avoid fashion blunders. 

Anna Soo Wildermuth, an image consultant and incoming president of the Association of Image 
Consultants International, says, “Clothes should be a part of who you are and should not be noticed.” 
She cites 10 dressing faux pas to avoid when interview time comes around: 

• Wild Nail Polish -- for men or women. Extremely long or uncut nails are a real turnoff, too. Your 
nails should be groomed and neat.  

• Jewelry That Jangles: Don't wear more than two rings per hand or one earring per ear. No 
face jewelry or ankle bracelets allowed at the interview.  

• Open-Toed or Backless Shoes: And mules are a definite no-no. Out-of-date shoes should be 
thrown out or kept for other occasions.  

• Bare Legs: Wear stockings, even in humid, summer weather. Stockings can be in neutral 
colors or a fashion color to match your shoes.  

• Out-of-Date Suits: with lapels that are too wide (three inches or more) or too narrow (one inch 
or less). A good tailor can alter lapels. The style for men's jackets is full-body and looser rather 
than fitted or tight.  

• Short Skirts: Hemlines should not be more than three inches above the knee. Don't even think 
about wearing Capri pants or leggings to the interview.  

• Leather Jackets for Men or Women: Even leather blazers are not good for interviewing 
purposes. They look like outerwear.  

• Turtlenecks for Men: A tie is preferable, at least in the first go-around. At the very least, wear a 
collared shirt.  

• Printed or Trendy Handbags: Purses should be conservative and inconspicuous.  
• Red Briefcases: Briefcases, purses and shoes should all be conservative in color and in good 

condition.  
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Conservative colors in various shades of blue and gray are the best. Wearing black to the interview 
could be viewed as too serious. If you do wear black, make sure that there is another color near your 
face to soften the look. Brown is still considered questionable as a business color, and probably should 
be avoided. Change your outfit's look for a second interview by wearing a different color blouse, shirt, 
scarf or tie.An interview is not the place to make a fashion statement, though those in the art fields and 
the very famous can be more adventurous. Everyone else should opt for a conservative look. “More and 
more companies are returning to traditional professional dress,” says Wildermuth.  Whatever you wear 
should accent the fact that you're a professional who's ready to get to work at a new job. Let common 
sense be your guide, and it should be easy to avoid fashion blunders that could damage your chances 
of getting to the next level in the process. In this market, it is essential that you look good and your 
appearance is right for the job. 

 
The One Thing You Must Do Before Your First Interview 

By www.collegegrad.com 
 
Practice. Before you go through an actual interview, you should first go through a mock interview. Nearly 
every college campus offers access to a career counselor who can take you through a mock interview 
(also known as "interview coaching"). Sadly, fewer than 5% of all graduating students take advantage of 
mock interviews. And fully 95% end up stumbling through several interviews before they have any 
practical sense of how they are doing--because that is when the rejection letters start arriving. And those 
rejection letters offer you nothing in the way of constructive criticism toward future improvement other than 
point out to you in the starkest terms that you failed your interview.  
 
The mock interview is more than just a chance to work out your interview jitters. It is an opportunity to 
practice your interviewing technique and answers live. It is also a chance to hear constructive feedback 
from someone who can guide you toward improving your interviewing style and presentation.  
 
Just one mock interview will result in a marked improvement in your interviewing skills. Why? For the 
same reason that a speech is not a speech while it is still on paper or just floating around in your head. It 
is not a speech until you give it verbally. The first time you give it in front of an audience (remember your 
first speech in Speech 101?), it will come out nothing like what you prepared. It is the same with 
interviewing. It is not enough to look at an interview question and say, "Yeah, I know the answer to that 
one." You need to practice your answer. Live. In front of someone else. This is not the time to talk to 
yourself in the mirror. Seek out a professional and practice. Ideally, have the session videotaped. That 
way, you will have two opinions--the mock interviewer's and your own. Remember that there is a totally 
different perspective in listening to yourself saying something contemporaneously versus the "out of body 
experience" of watching yourself later on videotape. Just as your voice always sounds different on tape, 
so do your answers. "Did I really say that?" Yes, you did. Aren't you glad the image is captured on tape 
(which can later be erased), rather than in a potential employer's mind's eye? Yes, you are.  
 
Go through at least one mock interview. For maximum effectiveness, review your answers and then go 
through a second mock interview. Even if you ace the second mock interview, it will be well worth it since 
it will give you confidence in your first real interview.  
 
 

The Pygmalion Technique 
By www.collegegrad.com 

 
So maybe you are the shy type who is uncomfortable talking about yourself in a positive way. There is still 
a way for you to prepare yourself mentally for the interview. Remember Pygmalion? No? In Greek 
mythology, Pygmalion sculpted a beautiful ivory statue of a woman that was given to the king of Cyprus. 
Pygmalion believed so strongly that the statue was real that it was eventually given life by the goddess 
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Venus. Our TV/movie generation may know the story of Pygmalion and his statue through our modern 
stage/movie versions: Professor Higgins and Eliza Doolittle in My Fair Lady. Eliza is transformed from a 
common flower peddler to an elegant lady through the power of continuous positive reinforcement on the 
part of Professor Higgins. If others tell you that you can do something, and tell you this long enough, you 
will eventually come to believe it yourself and live it in your life.  
To see a simple example of the power of this technique in action, notice what happens to you when you 
smile for an extended period of time. Think of something (or someone) pleasant or amusing that makes 
you want to smile. Right now, as you are reading these words on this page. And hold that smile until you 
finish reading this technique. The end result will be that your body will react to the smile in a very positive 
way. You will eventually feel like smiling naturally without having to consciously think about it. And, 
interestingly enough, if others walk by while you have that silly grin on your face, they will probably begin 
smiling also. Keep on smiling!  
 
We create images in our mind of how things should be. If these images are believed, they can eventually 
become self-fulfilling prophecies. If we change the image, we change the result. So if others tell you that 
you are the very best person for the job long enough and sincerely enough, you will eventually come to 
believe this and act upon it in a positive way.  
 
No, this is not some useless psycho-babble--it really works. The key is to pick someone as your supporter 
who is very sensitive and willing to back you in your efforts. Significant others work great, assuming the 
relationship is supportive. Moms are also great for this role. Let your supporter in on the fact that you 
have an interview coming up, and tell them you need their help in pumping you up. Ask them to please lay 
it on thick, with the best praise they can muster for the occasion. This should be the last person you 
speak with the night before or even the day of the interview, if possible.  
 
One final note. This is also a very effective child rearing technique for later in life. Tell your kids they are 
loved and wanted and they will believe you. Tell them they are wicked and worthless and they will also 
believe you. Make sure you do the former.  
 

 
The Visualization Technique 

By www.collegegrad.com 
The use of mental visualization can be extremely helpful in preparing for your interview. You can, by 
visualization, experience your coming interview, including a rehearsal of how you would react in specific 
situations.  
 
Many great athletes prepare for competition through visualization. And many of the great feats of history 
have been accomplished first through visualization. Sir Edmund Hillary, the first person to scale the 
heights of Mount Everest, was asked by a young reporter how it felt to be the first man to touch the peak 
of Everest. Hillary replied that it felt exactly the same as each of the previous times. What the puzzled 
reporter failed to see is that Hillary had already successfully scaled Everest many times through 
visualization.  
 
In preparing for the interview, go through the motions in your mind. Anticipate the questions which may be 
asked. Visualize yourself as confident and self-assured. Not cocky, just confident of who you are and the 
benefit you can provide the employer. Play the part over and over again until you feel you have truly lived 
it. Visualize your success until it becomes reality.  

 


